ADOBE CONNECT
LEGAL VIDEO DEPOSITION POD
CHALLENGE
The legal court reporting industry is increasingly leveraging video conferencing and real-time data feeds so that
attorneys can save time and travel costs to attend proceedings remotely. In an effort to deliver a comprehensive
live legal video deposition and transcription solution through Adobe Connect, eSyncTraining teamed up
with StreamText.net, the leading provider of transcript services, to build the StreamText Legal custom pod.
eSyncTraining, who had previously developed the Adobe Connect Closed Captioning Pod, was contacted by
StreamText.net to co-develop the pod exclusively for use through Adobe Connect.
With a goal of delivering the newest and most advanced technology to its clients, Veritext, the market leader in
court reporting and deposition solutions, signed on as a launch partner for the Adobe Connect pod. The pod will
be used to facilitate a fully functional integrated virtual meeting and text-streaming solution for Veritext clients
through Adobe Connect’s state-of-the-art functionality, leveraging StreamText’s real-time text and
transcription technology.

SOLUTION
The team at eSyncTraining teamed up with StreamText.Net to set a new standard in streamlined virtual court
reporting, integrating with Adobe Connect to create one of the most robust technology platforms for the legal
community. The pod seamlessly integrates with Connect’s existing video infrastructure and layout structure to
optimize live video and transcript integration. eSyncTraining chose a development strategy for the project which
combined the Flex 3.5 Framework, Cairngorm MVC Microarchitecture and ActionScript 3.0, designed for Adobe
Connect 8 and beyond.
With the StreamText.Net Legal custom pod, clients are able to merge the full feature set of Adobe Connect with
the leading transcription services to enable:
•
•
•
•

Live video capabilities from anywhere, so legal professionals can facilitate legal meetings, interviews and
depositions regardless of location
Seamless integration ability with existing video infrastructure platforms like Polycom and Cisco
Immediate real-time transcripts for easy sharing, saving and managing of legal documents whether the
deposition is one day or across many months
Ability to edit, bookmark and export recorded depositions
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamic search functionality to quickly find a specific phrase or word during the meeting, no matter the
length of the transcript
User-friendly customization options allow any user to easily create and read transcripts within the pod
Secure environment gives host users the ability to control what other users can see and do within the pod,
allowing clients to have maximum control over an unlimited number of users
Reliable hosting environment on Adobe and StreamText.Net redundancy
Archive of the entire deposition including audio, video, documents and real-time transcript, viewable
immediately after the deposition or meeting has ended
Ability to upload documents and exhibits into the deposition meeting room, providing secure access through
the entire deposition and case lifecycle
Easy comprehensive training through StreamText Legal custom training modules and courses
Full usage reporting allowing the court reporting firm to see who has accessed sessions and related documents
and materials

SUCCESS STORY
With Veritext, the leading court reporting and deposition solutions provider in the United States, the StreamText
Legal pod through Adobe Connect found immediate success. Veritext has been a user of Adobe Connect for the
past year, with the pod now enabling a whole new range of service and user experience enhancements. As an
Adobe Connect user, Veritext has regularly held large multi-location arbitrations and meetings with both audio
and video screen sharing across four remote video locations around the country. With the launch of the new pod,
Veritext’s clients can now benefit from a streamlined user experience with the entire video, screen and searchable
transcript available in a single Adobe Connect window.
Veritext incorporated the pod into its first cases in June 2012, with immediate success and positive feedback.
Veritext Director of Regional Video Operations, David DaSilva said, “The StreamText Legal pod has helped to
revolutionize the way we are able to conduct depositions and arbitrations. This advanced product is launching at
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the right time to help move the market forward and we think the adoption curve will be steep among both clients
and partners. Our users are excited to streamline and enhance the way the video and transcript is delivered to
meeting participants, and at the same time, we are excited to be able to provide them with this product and break
new ground for them to improve user experience.” Veritext will feature the pod in a product launch campaign
to inform their staff and wide range of clients about the latest Adobe Connect pod and how it can benefit their
organizations. Further commenting on early feedback, Peter Florian, Senior Vice President at Veritext noted, “This
new platform and our new product, Veritext Virtual, offer great benefit to both the litigation attorney, who can
manage their meetings in a single virtual location, and the deposition participants, who are able to watch, track,
search and document in a single interface. We are looking forward to rolling this out nationally.”
Leveraging Adobe Connect’s features with the reliability and ease-of-use offered by the StreamText Legal Pod,
Veritext gets more than a deposition platform but a technology solution that can also be used to facilitate and
document depositions, meetings and arbitrations regardless of geographic boundaries.

VERITEXT
Veritext is the leader in deposition and litigation support solutions. For law firms and corporations, the company
provides national coverage, skilled court reporters, advanced technology, and unmatched client service. Our
solutions utilize easy-to-use technologies that streamline the deposition process, enhance delivery flexibility, and
reliably handle the most complex cases. Proprietary video, mobile and remote services combined with unmatched
security, including HIPAA and PII compliance, ensure that Veritext clients have the best tools available and the
confidence of working with the market leader.

ESYNCTRAINING
eSyncTraining offers a broad spectrum of professional services for their clients’ development needs. Our
expert team is experienced in Adobe Flex applications, Adobe Connect custom pods, eLearning courses with
a specialized focus on the Flash Platform, Rich Internet and mobile Applications, and can execute on all types
of user interface design. They have developed applications and web assets for firms of all sizes, from websites
through cutting-edge Flex applications, communication solutions, custom shopping carts, and integrated data
visualization and dashboard solutions for some of the world’s leading companies.

STREAMTEXT.NET
StreamText.Net provides real-time streaming text services that are used to deliver accessibility for a wide range of
closed captioning users. Founded in 2003, they have grown to be one of the premier primary technology service
providers for accessibility and text streaming services. Their services have expanded to include web captioning,
conferences, legal proceedings and Adobe Connect Pro meetings.
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